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12:42:31  From Debra Rowe: Global Guidance Doc on Green Jobs for Youth from 
UNEP-YEA - please share and see the community of support sign up at the end of the 
document - https://www.unep.org/explore-topics/education-environment/what-we-
do/green-jobs-youth 
 
12:43:45  From Debra Rowe: This document looks at how to better educate for a 
green and inclusive workforce, how to provide better career advising, how to better 
connect with employers for placement and curricular updates, and much more - 85 
resources compiled from many great sources. 
12:44:56  From Debra Rowe: Also useful for NGOs! 
12:48:17  From Debra Rowe: The direct link to the global guidance doc on green 
jobs is here - 
https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/35070/GGEGJ.pdf 
applicable to all not just youth 
 
 
13:11:27  From Richard Jordan: There is the list issued monthly by Protocol of 
Senior UN Officials of the UN and Officers of Equivalent Rank Whose Duty Station is 
NY -- these are Under-Secretaries and ASGs 
 
13:33:20  From Katherine Kline   to   Hosts and panelists: Zoom is much easier to 
access I have found than WebEx so take a few minutes before the start time to make 
sure that you can access Webex 
13:34:17  From Dzoara Castro: Very useful and interesting information, thank you 
very much 
13:56:37  From Lori Johnston: mts link would be helpful 
13:59:19  From Charles Nouhan : MTS: https://www.unep.org/resources/policy-
and-strategy/people-and-planet-unep-strategy-2022-2025 
 
14:30:43  From Richard Jordan: The work of Fatma Ksentini in the 1990s on the 
Human Right to a Healthy Environment might be looked back on. 
14:33:23  From Lori Johnston: How is this global? Which methods did UNEP use to 
include Indigenous Peoples´ governance, MEAs, coordinating mechanisms in UNEPs 
response to the resolution? 
14:37:51  From Lori Johnston: UNGA in 2014 gave guidelines to UNEP and other 
UN organizations on working with Indigenous Peoples. 
15:04:30  From Charles Nouhan: The Story of Plastic video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iO3SA4YyEYU 
 
15:16:52  From Dzoara Castro: In Mexico City, single-use plastics were banned, 
but companies now put a green 'biodegradable' seal (even though it is not). 
15:43:11  From Richard Jordan: Yes, and this Annex should NOT be like the 
compilation of NGO statements submitted to the Commission on Social Development, 
which 2 years ago was submitted as a separate. 



 


